
Shogi
{shōgē} noun

The Types of Shogi  Pieces

Pawn

Promoted Pawn aka Tokin

Shogi  is  a Japanese strategy game with the same l ineage as chess, 
or ig inat ing with the ancient Indian game of “Chaturanga”. The object 
of the game is to strategical ly capture the opponent’s k ing by putt ing 
them in checkmate. Shogi  is  comparable to chess in i t s  turn-based, 
piece-captur ing gameplay, with different units having different 
movement capabi l i t ies.  However,  both the board and the movement 
rules are expanded compared to chess,  and shogi  contains addit ional 
dynamics that come into play later in the game.

Below are some of the main ways in which shogi  rules differ from 
those of chess:

•  The shogi  board is 9x9, as opposed to chess’s 8x8. Whereas chess is  set up     
    using the two end rows of each side, shogi  uses three on each side, leaving 
    only three rows of unclaimed space in the middle.

•  Rules about promotion and dropping (Wil l  be explained in detai l  later)

•   In chess each player has 16 units of 6 different types, each with dist inct 
   movement rules, but in shogi  each player star ts with 20 units of 8 
   differently moveable types. We say “star ts with” because throughout the game,   
   both the number and types of units wi l l  change.
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Lance

Promoted Lance aka Gold杏 or 仝

(全)

Gold General

Gold cannot be promoted 

Bishop

Promoted Bishop aka Horse馬
Knight

Si lver General

Promoted Si lver aka Gold

圭 or 今 Promoted Knight aka Gold

Rook

King

King cannot be promoted

龍 or 竜 Promoted Rook aka Dragon

**lances, knights,  and si lver generals are al l  promoted 
to gold generals and wil l  therefore have the same move 
set as a gold general.



Promotion

Dropping

Promotion is a rule in chess and shogi 
that al lows for a piece to be elevated 
to a higher and often more powerful 
unit.  In chess, for instance, i f  a pawn 
reaches the 8th rank or end row of the 
opponent’s terr itory, then i t  may be 
promoted to a bishop, knight,  rook, 
or queen. 

Shogi  also ut i l izes this rule but has 
a much more intr icate promotion 
system. In shogi,  a unit  that reaches 
enemy territory — ie the three rows 
at the opposite end marked by dots 
in the middle of the board— can 
become the promoted form of that 
unit,  expanding i ts movement 
capabil i t ies.  These expanded 
movement sets differ depending on 
the type of unit  being promoted. 

Although both chess and shogi 
progress through the capture and 
attr i t ion of an opponent’s units,  shogi 
al lows captured units to be deployed, 
or “dropped,” against their  former 
owner. So instead of moving a piece, 
a player may “drop” one of their 
opponent’s former pieces on the 
board to be used against them.

The unit ’s owner chooses whether or 
not to promote the unit  (unless the 
unit  has no avai lable moves without 
promotion).  Fur ther,  a promoted unit 
that is  attacked by an enemy unit  is 
only demoted, rather than captured. 

Understanding the Board: The Basics

Sente (Black)

Gote (White)
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•  Standard shogi  board is 9x9

•  Like chess, shogi  is  played between  
    two players, black (sente)  vs white  
    (gote).  Sente plays “up” the board  
    whi le Gote plays “down” the board.
 
•   The numbers on top of the board 
    denote f i le and the kanj i  on the 
    r ight s ide denote rank. Both f i le  
    and rank are impor tant in recording 
    shogi  notat ion during a game.

•  The four dots in the middle of the 
    board indicate a player’s terr itory   
    and promotion zones i .e.  ranks 
    一  to 三   is  sente’s promotion zone   
    and 七  to 九  is  gote’s promotion 
    zone respectively.

•  Shogi  pieces are as fol lows: king, 
   rook, bishop, gold general,  s i lver 
   general,  knight,  lance, pawns. 
   Additonally when  cer tain pieces 
   are promoted, they can be cal led   
   tokin, horse, and dragon.



Pawn

Movesets of each Piece Type: Chess vs Shogi
**Shaded squares shows where a piece can move, and an arrow means i t  can move as many squares in that 
direct ion as the player wants. Promoted forms are highl ighted red and the lance, gold, and si lver generals 
have no counterpar t in chess.

A chess pawn attacks differently than how it  moves. 
The pawn may move two squares forward if  i t  has 
not yet been moved, otherwise i t  may only move one 
square forward. A chess pawn attacks diagonally 
forward, unl ike shogi  pawns that attack and move 
forward by one square. A promoted pawn in shogi 
becomes a gold general  and wil l  adopt the same move 
set as a gold piece.
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Lance

The shogi  lance can move any number of squares 
forward, and when promoted, i t  acts the same as 
a gold general.
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Knight

A chess knight can go two squares forward or 
backward fol lowed by one square r ight or left  in one 
singular move making an “L” shape. Chess knights 
can also “hop” or “ jump” over pieces and is the only 
piece in chess that can do so.  A shogi  knight has the 
same move set but cannot move backwards l ike the 
chess knight.  A promoted knight wil l  have the same 
move set as a gold general  piece.
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S i lver General

The si lver general  (or just  s i lver)  can move one 
square forward, one square diagonally forward and 
one square diagonally back. When a si lver general  is 
promoted, i t  is  promoted to a gold general  and 
therefore the promoted si lver wil l  have the same 
move set as a gold general  piece.
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**Dark grey 
indicates how the 
chess pawn wil l 
move and the l ight 
grey shows how the 
pawn attacks 
diagonally forward. 
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**Shaded par ts
show how the 
knight (N)
moves in an “L” 
shape. The l ight 
grey squares 
specif ial ly 
indicate where 
the knight 
lands when it 
completes i ts 
“L” shaped 
moveset.
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Gold General

Movesets of each Piece Type: Chess vs Shogi
**Shaded squares shows where a piece can move, and an arrow means i t  can move as many squares in that 
direct ion as the player wants. Promoted forms are highl ighted red and the lance, gold, and si lver generals 
have no counterpar t in chess.

The gold general  (sometimes just cal led gold)  may 
move and attack one square forward, one square 
diagonally forward, one square left,  one r ight,  or 
one backwards.
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B ishop

A chess bishop and shogi  bishop have the same 
exact move set and can move any number of 
squares forward or backward diagonally.  However, 
a promoted bishop aka horse in shogi  retains i ts 
previous move set and addit ional ly is  able to move 
one square left,  r ight,  forwards, or backwards.
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Rook

A rook in chess has the same move set as a rook in 
shogi.  They are able to move any number of squares 
left  or r ight,  forwards or backwards. And l ike the 
promoted bishop, a promoted rook aka dragon retains 
the move set as a rook and may addit ional ly move 
diagonally one square in any direct ion.
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K ing

A chess king and shoj i  king have the same exact  
move set and can attack one square in any direct ion 
including diagonals.
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